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ere's the brand new edition of our award-winning reference book on pruning -- revised to include

lots of additional information and enhanced illustrations. With expert advice on the latest techniques

and valuable insights on new plants, this updated version of The Pruning Book deserves a

prominent place in your gardening library. From humble houseplants to the most amazing exotics,

author Lee Reich explains all the dos and don'ts of cutting back. So you'll always make the right cut

the first time -- every time. Reich demystifies even the most complex pruning strategies by providing

the precise timing and exact techniques you'll need to guarantee healthy growth and beautiful form.

In great detail, he walks you through the process of pruning everything from ornamental trees and

bushes to topiaries and bonsai. And all his insights are delivered with clear, straightforward prose

and supported by 250 colorful photos and 135 drawings. Whether you're a professional gardener, a

landscape veteran -- or pruning for the very first time -- this essential reference gives you everything

you need to master the subtle art of pruning.
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I'm a novice gardener and have gotten so far in my gardening knowledge, but I have always felt that

there was something missing... I knew that pruning was important but I was sure that there was a

science behind it that I was simply lacking and therefore didn't dare take my clippers or saw to a

tree without first understanding the science behind it!After a few days with this marvelous book, I

went out and bought a new pruning saw and went nuts! The book provides a couple of chapters that



explain the intricacies of pruning and the general background knowledge that one needs before

chopping anything up. One chapter provides you with knowledge that you need regarding:* the

many types of pruning tools out there* when to use each type* how to use these tools* how to

properly store and care for your tools* how to sharpen your pruning toolsI'm just glad I didn't go out

and buy any tools until I had read this book and it really broadened my horizons... for example I

used to use a regular wood saw when pruning and I noticed that halfway through the branch the

saw would being to jam up as mush would begin to form which would gum up the saw. After reading

the book I realized that this type of saw was only intended for use on dried wood and not on green

or fresh wood. Once I bought a pruning saw, the job become a lot less tedious and easier to

do!Then for each type of tree or plant, you are referred to a specific chapter where it specifically tells

you when during the year to prune that type of plant, how and where to make the cuts and

more.This book really takes the guess work out of pruning. It makes it very understandable and

gives you a solid foundation based on which you can experiment based on what you know.
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